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Executive Summary

Haitian voters were called to the polls on October 25, 2015 to elect the country’s next President, two-thirds of the Senate, all 119 members of the House of Deputies and all local mayors. The October 25 elections were less violent than the first round of legislative elections of August 9, 2015, but they fell far short of minimum standards for fair elections. Haitians’ voting rights were violated through a combination of intimidation, irregularities and fraud that began before October 25 and continued through the publication of results. The vast majority of registered voters—over 70 percent—did not vote; many expressed fear or lost confidence in the electoral process. Ordinary voters faced intimidation, illegal influencing and privacy violations. A large percentage of ballots were cast using political party accreditations, which allow voting outside the rules applicable to regular voters, representing a major opportunity for fraud. A lack of transparency in the tabulation process has raised significant questions about whether votes have been properly counted and verified for fraud.

Without major corrective measures, these elections will represent a significant setback in Haiti’s long struggle to consolidate democracy.

Impact of the Turbulent August 9 Elections

The October 25 elections were built on the precarious foundation of Haiti’s August 9 legislative elections, which were marred by massive disorder, delays, and serious irregularities, including:

• Incidents of violence, fraud and voter intimidation at 40 to 67.8 percent of voting centers, with 196 of 1508 centers (13 percent) forced to suspend voting due to such incidents;

• The disenfranchisement of an estimated 315,000 voters, as a result of nearly a quarter of tally sheets (23 percent) from polling stations being destroyed, lost or excluded due to fraud and other detected irregularities; and

• Low voter turnout, which was only 18 percent nationwide and dropped to 10 percent in the Ouest Department, home to over 40 percent of Haiti’s registered voters.

Haiti’s Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) made some improvements in terms of organization and security from August 9 to October 25, but those changes were not enough to prevent the massive irregularities and fraud of the previous election from spilling over into October 25. The CEP largely failed to hold accountable candidates and parties that engaged in violence, voter intimidation and fraud on August 9, sending a message to perpetrators and voters alike that “crime pays.” The climate of impunity fostered by the CEP eroded confidence in the CEP itself and in the electoral process more generally. Even more troubling, the integrity of the electoral results of the first-round legislative races was undermined by the fraud, calling into question the legitimacy of the second-round race.

Election Delegation Observations of October 25th

A delegation of election monitors from the National Lawyers Guild (NLG) and the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL) spent two weeks in Haiti prior to the vote and observed the October 25 electoral process at 15 voting centers in the greater Port-au-Prince region.

The observation team made the following observations:

1. Low voter turnout. In what was a crucial election for Haiti’s political future, only 26.6 percent of registered voters cast a ballot on October 25. Many voters, anticipating a repeat of August 9, stayed away either due to a fear of violence at the polls or the expectation that voting was futile because the votes would not be counted.
Turnout in previous presidential elections has been much higher, reaching 59.2 percent in 2006, 60.3 percent in 2000, and 50.2 percent in 1990. On October 25, turnout was comparable to that of 2010, when elections marred by widespread fraud were held after an earthquake and amid the beginning of a cholera crisis.

2. **A large number of the votes cast on October 25 were potentially fraudulent.** Haitian observers documented the widespread use of observer and political party accreditations to cast multiple fraudulent votes. The CEP printed and distributed 915,675 accreditations for political party representatives (‘mandataires’) and several thousand more observer accreditations, which allow the possessor to vote in any polling station without being on the voter list. Such “off-list” votes potentially account for as much as 60 percent of the 1,538,393 votes cast in the presidential election. In the days before the election, a black market for these accreditations developed, with passes being sold for as little as $3. The delegation witnessed polling stations packed with mandataires, so much so that the October 25 election has been dubbed a “mandataire election.”

3. **Widespread irregularities due to lack of or inconsistent application of voting procedures.** The observation team also witnessed a number of voting irregularities on October 25, including voter influencing and intimidation, inadequate assistance for confused voters, difficulties for voters in finding out where to vote, and insufficient privacy safeguards.

Protests have spread throughout Haiti since the publication of preliminary results placing the ruling party-backed presidential candidate Jovenel Moïse in first place and Jude Celestin in second place. The United States and its allies in the international community (“the Core Group”) have accepted the announced results and called on Haitians to do the same, emphasizing the need for political stability in order for the country to move forward.

Real stability in Haiti can only be achieved through free and fair elections. Unrest is likely to continue unless Haitian voters’ concerns about fraud are addressed and their faith in the electoral process is restored. If the problems observed on October 25 are not dealt with transparently and honestly, Haiti’s next government will lack the democratic legitimacy necessary to govern.

**Recommendations:**

1. Improved voter access, including through provision of: more neutral election observers to assist voters (orienteurs); standardized indelible ink procedures; more training for poll workers; improved voter registration processes; additional polling stations to allow convenient access to vote; improved voter privacy safeguards; and voter awareness campaigns.

2. An independent and in-depth investigation into the fraud witnessed by election observers to determine its scale and impact on the October 25 election results, with particular attention paid to the issue of fraudulent multiple voting by mandataires and national observers. All elections should be re-run unless the investigation establishes that voters were able to vote freely, and that the results accurately reflect the voters’ choices.

3. A thorough investigation of political parties, candidates and other individuals implicated in election-related violence and fraud to put an end to impunity and to determine the credibility of both the August 9 and October 25 electoral results. Where necessary, judicial proceedings must be initiated against perpetrators of election abuses.

4. Coherence, consistency and transparency in all rulings and directives by the Provisional Electoral Council, as well as Departmental and National Offices of Electoral Litigation, the BCEN and BCED.

5. Support from the international community for the Haitian people’s demands for fair and democratic elections, while refraining from interfering in ways that threaten Haiti’s sovereignty.
Methodology

This report is drafted by an election observation team composed of four international observers accredited by the Provisional Electoral Council. The team visited 15 voting centers, accounting for a total of 480 polling stations, in Port-au-Prince and its environs on Election Day, 25 October, 2015, between 6:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m. The team’s observations were supplemented by an election-day groundsource initiative, which surveyed 4,486 Haitians by phone concerning irregularities and incidents they may have witnessed. The delegation also gathered information from national and international electoral observation mission reports, journalistic sources, and social media.

Background

A. Haiti’s Current Electoral Crisis

The stage for Haiti’s current political crisis was set by the country’s 2010 and 2011 presidential and legislative elections. The credibility of the 2010-2011 elections was undermined by a number of factors: an unconstitutional electoral council, political violence, voter intimidation, and the arbitrary disqualification of over a dozen political parties. Post-earthquake conditions and a UN-triggered cholera epidemic prevented many people from registering to vote, which directly contributed to a historically low voter turnout (below 23 percent).

When conflicts erupted over irregularities with voting tabulations after the first round of elections on November 28, 2010, the international community pressured the Haitian government to change election results based on a flawed and inconclusive partial recount from an Organization of American States (OAS) observer mission. Ricardo Seitenfus, the OAS’s Special Representative to Haiti at the time, denounced his organization’s involvement in a “blatant electoral intervention.” After he publicly criticized the international community’s influence over Haiti (the OAS played an equally controversial role in disputes that arose after the May 2000 legislative elections), Seitenfus was dismissed from his position in December 2010.

This flawed electoral process brought the administration of President Michel Martelly to power in May 2011. The Martelly government proposed several electoral councils to oversee elections between 2012 and 2014, but none of the proposed councils was considered independent or met constitutional requirements, and thus none received the constitutionally-required Parliamentary approval. As a result, no elections were held in Haiti during the first four and a half years that President Martelly was in office.

When 10 Senate seats became vacant in 2012, ensuing difficulties in reaching a quorum afforded the Executive Branch the opportunity to govern with minimal legislative oversight for the rest of President Martelly’s term. The terms of all mayors also expired in 2013, who were then replaced with hundreds of “municipal agents” appointed by the Executive. As a result of further election delays, the terms of all but 10 members of Parliament expired by January 12, 2015, rendering Parliament unable to enact laws.

As the crisis deepened, a wave of political protests forced the administration to appoint a Consultative Commission on November 28, 2014, which recommended the establishment of a new provisional electoral council, the resignation of Prime Minister Laurent Lamothe, and the release of political prisoners. In February 2015, President Martelly adopted the Electoral Decree, and appointed a new Provisional Electoral Council through a process that more closely complied with the Constitution. The Electoral Decree did not include the required ratification by Parliament, which had become inoperable. These measures were sufficient to defuse the political crisis, as the new CEP scheduled elections for August 9 (first round legislative), October 25 (first round presidential, second round legislative and first round mayoral) and December 27 (second round presidential and mayoral).
B. The International Community’s Involvement

One month before the 2010 elections, forty-five members of the U.S. Congress warned then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton that supporting flawed elections “will come back to haunt the international community” by generating unrest and threatening the implementation of post-earthquake reconstruction projects.10 The U.S. government nevertheless continued to support the electoral process. After intervening both directly and through the OAS to change the results, as discussed above, the U.S. provided generous financial and diplomatic support to the Martelly Administration throughout its term.11 U.S. officials publicly supported President Martelly’s electoral councils against widespread criticism in Haitian civil society, and criticized members of Parliament for using legislative procedures to block the unconstitutional councils.12

After the controversial August 9, 2015 election, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry traveled to Haiti to meet with President Martelly, in apparent breach of State Department election protocol against meeting with heads of state holding imminent elections.13 Secretary Kerry publicly pledged continuing U.S. support for elections, stating that the first round presidential election must go ahead according to the originally envisaged electoral timetable.14 The U.S. has contributed $30 million to Haiti’s elections this year.

The specter of foreign intervention looms large over the 2015 elections. Haitian leaders and political commentators from across the political spectrum have expressed concerns that the country would experience a repeat of 2010-2011, where the ultimate outcome of elections was decided not by Haitians going to the polls, but by fraud and the behind-the-scenes maneuvers of foreign diplomats. Even electoral council members lamented the control exercised by the international community over the current electoral process.15 There is a wide consensus in Haiti that the 2015 elections are far from an exercise of Haitian sovereignty given the heavy influence of the U.S., the United Nations, and OAS. For example, the UN Development Program (UNDP) controls the election’s finances and influences key decisions, foreign soldiers with MINUSTAH occupy the country and oversee election-day security, international observer missions (OAS, European Union) arbitrate the legitimacy of vote, and as mentioned earlier, foreign governments pay the lion’s share of the cost of holding elections.

C. August 9 Legislative Elections: “An affront to democratic principles”

Haiti’s first round legislative elections were held on August 9, 2015, within this context of political crisis and foreign intervention. As documented by local and international media and on the ground observers, Election Day was marred by massive disorder, delays, fraud, and violence. A coalition of Haitian human rights organizations that observed the vote labeled the August 9 elections an “affront to democratic principles,” and stated that the problems were “serious enough to put the legitimacy of Haiti’s next parliament in question.”16

In the month before the first round elections, fifty-four incidences of violence were recorded. Many involved weapons; five ended in death.17 State funds for political campaigns were distributed less than two weeks before the vote, and there were numerous allegations that candidates were financing campaigns from illegal means.18 In the immediate run up to the August 9 vote, voting center officials were replaced without explanation at many polling stations and the CEP announced it was unable to print the number of political observer party passes needed, leading to the exclusion of many parties’ observers from voting centers.19

On Election Day, fraud, voter intimidation, violence, and other disruptions were documented at 40 to 67.8 percent of voting centers.20 Observers from the National Network for the Defense of Human Rights (Réseau national de Défense des Droits Humains (RNDDH)), the National Observation Council (Conseil National d’Observation (CNO)) and the Haitian Council of Non-State Actors (Conseil Haitien des Acteurs Non Etatiques (CONHANE)), who were present at 48 percent of voting centers, declared that violence and fraud was “systematic,” and documented 104 cases of voting centers that experienced “massive fraud.”

The sources of the disruptions were many: candidates and party sympathizers ransacked voting centers; political party representatives (“mandataires”) who had not received their accreditations fought for access to polling
stations; hired thugs and security agents opened fire on lines of voters; party supporters posed as observers in order to influence and intimidate voters in the polling stations. Police officers stationed at voting centers, with few exceptions, did not intervene to halt these acts of violence, raising questions about whether officers had received an order from above directing them to stand down.

Nationwide, voter turnout was 18 percent, falling to 10 percent in the Ouest Department, home to over 40 percent of Haiti’s registered voters. Many potential voters stayed home to avoid the violence; others could not vote because many voting centers opened late and were forced to close early. Often, the closings were due to disruptions by candidates’ supporters, but a number of organizational shortcomings – such as an absence of electoral materials, untrained poll workers, voter lists not being posted outside and voters not receiving their voting cards – also contributed greatly to this problem.

Many of the votes cast were never counted. Nearly a quarter of tally sheets (23 percent) from polling stations were destroyed, lost or excluded due to fraud or other detected irregularities, disenfranchising as many as 315,000 voters. While the overwhelming majority of these votes were lost due to incidents at polling centers, leakages in the post-vote logistics chain also played a role. Logistical failings by UNOPS, which was responsible for transporting tally sheets, may have resulted in numerous tally sheets never arriving at the CEP’s Tabulation Center.

D. Inadequate response by the CEP and Haitian Police

The CEP was slow to respond to the grave violations of August 9. When the CEP eventually took some steps towards accountability for Election Day incidents, its response was weak, inconsistent and partial. The CEP’s response, moreover, often fell short of its obligations outlined in the Electoral Decree. Signed into law by President Martelly on March 2, 2015, the Decree gives the CEP the responsibility to swiftly condemn all known cases of electoral violence, to exclude all candidates and parties involved in such acts from participation in elections and to initiate judicial proceedings against the perpetrators.

1. Slow and inconsistent denunciation of violence and fraud

The CEP first downplayed the violence and fraud that occurred on August 9. At the end of Election Day, the CEP claimed that 54 out of 1508 voting centers, or 4 percent, had experienced violence, and 5 percent had been forced to close early. The scale of disruptions was in fact much larger, as the CEP later admitted (in part thanks to civil society observation teams who documented incidents in almost one-half of voting centers). Thirteen percent of voting centers (196 of 1508) forced to suspend balloting because of armed violence, voter intimidation, and irregularities.

Following numerous protests and widespread denunciation of the electoral process by political parties and civil society organizations, the CEP announced on August 20 that the vote would be rerun in 25 constituencies (“circonscriptions”), where less than 70 percent of the tally sheets completed in polling stations had been received by the tabulation center. The decision to rerun elections in areas that experienced serious disruptions was positive, but the CEP’s threshold of 70 percent of tally sheets set a low bar, effectively declaring the disenfranchisement (by the exclusion or loss of tally sheets) of up to 30 percent of voters to be acceptable.

The CEP’s 70 percent rule assumed that up to 30 percent of ballots being “lost” or destroyed would not compromise the results. Yet the ransacking of voting centers often did not occur at random. According to the deputy head of the European Union (EU) observation mission, certain candidates and party sympathizers systematically attacked voting centers where they believed the results would not be favorable to their party. Candidates who were the target of electoral fraud or violence but whose constituencies did not fall under the 70 percent rule were prejudiced by the CEP’s decision. Reports by national observer groups indicated that large-scale fraud and violence were not limited to the 25 rerun constituencies, and that other elections
would also need to be rerun to address the real scale of the problem.\textsuperscript{31} By using an arbitrary cut-off rather than conducting thorough investigations and deciding on a case-by-case basis, the CEP turned a blind eye to tainted results for many constituencies.

Furthermore, the 70 percent rule was not applied consistently by the CEP. For example, the CEP announced a rerun of first-round elections in Cornillon (Ouest Department) where 69 percent of tally sheets were received, but decided without explanation to not rerun elections in Cerca-Carvajal/Quartier de los Palis (Centre, 66.7 percent of tally sheets).\textsuperscript{32} After the ruling of the various contentious bodies and the release of the final results on September 27, the CEP endorsed first-round election results for Quartier Morin (Nord), Anse à Galets (Ouest), Ennery (Artibonite), and La Chapelle (Artibonite), in spite of having received only 31.7, 39.3, 69.1, and 69.7 percent of tally sheets for these constituencies, respectively. The CEP also reneged on its initial decision to rerun senate elections for the Artibonite, where only 67.4 percent of the department’s tally sheets were received (see section III(D)(3) below for information on the Youri Latortue senate election in the Artibonite).

2. Inadequate investigation or punishment for perpetrators

Under the Electoral Decree, the CEP must initiate judicial proceedings against candidates and other individuals implicated in Election Day violence.\textsuperscript{35} In the days after August 9, the CEP apparently did prepare a report for the Haitian National Police (PNH) with details of incidents of violence from their investigation and recommendations of criminal charges.\textsuperscript{36} To date, however, few criminal charges have been pursued.\textsuperscript{37} CEP members claim this is explained by the fact that PNH has not responded to their investigation report.\textsuperscript{38}

The CEP took two measures to punish those responsible for violence and disruptions. First, it excluded 15 deputy candidates and one senatorial candidate for involvement in Election Day violence. The CEP also issued a communiqué on August 24, stating that it “deplored” the fact that candidates and their sympathizers from 16 different parties had “disrupted” the voting on August 9, “ransacking Voting Centers and stealing voting materials,” and warned political parties that further disruptions would not be tolerated.\textsuperscript{39} The CEP identified 8 of 10 departments where such incidents occurred and identified the parties guilty of election-day disruptions in each department. Neither measure resolved the problem of impunity.

The exclusion of 16 candidates from 10 different constituencies on August 19 was positive, but addressed only a fraction of the incidents that occurred on August 9. Questions have also been raised about the impartiality of these decisions and the lack of channels through which excluded candidates can contest the decisions of the CEP.\textsuperscript{40}

The CEP actions against the political parties most implicated in electoral violence were also inadequate. Of the 16 parties named by the CEP, President Martelly’s Parti Haïtien Tet Kale (PHTK) was the most often singled out as responsible for electoral disruption.\textsuperscript{41} RNDDH-CNO-CONHANE observers judged that PHTK and Bouclier (a party closely aligned with President Martelly) were “the most aggressive in the perpetration of fraud and the use of electoral violence as a means to success.”\textsuperscript{42} None of the guilty parties, however, were excluded from electoral competition by the CEP, as called for by article 119 of the electoral decree. Further, as mentioned above, few criminal charges appear to have been filed in connection to August 9. The PNH may lack the political will to pursue criminal charges against prominent candidates, especially those linked to President Martelly.

The CEP’s inaction allowed tainted results for deputy and senate races to stand. Many of the worst perpetrators of election-day abuses on August 9 secured a seat in the legislature or a spot in the second round of legislative elections on October 25.\textsuperscript{43}

3. Inconsistent application of BCED/BCEN decisions

Following the August 9 elections, 204 complaints and 119 appeals were lodged with the Departmental and National Offices of Electoral Litigation (BCED and BCEN) of the CEP.\textsuperscript{44} The complaint hearings by
these electoral-judicial bodies represented an opportunity to redress the deeply tainted preliminary results announced by the CEP on August 20. The CEP delayed announcing final results until September 27, in order to take into account the rulings of the BCED and BCEN.

The BCED and BCEN rulings lacked uniformity and were often made without a strong legal basis. On a positive note, the BCEN threw out the first round of results and ordered new elections in three constituencies in the Grand’Anse (Jeremie, Pestel, Roseaux) due to numerous cases of violence on Election Day that forced polling stations to close early. But the BCED for the Artibonite ruled that senatorial candidate Youri Latortue had received enough valid votes to win the first round of elections outright, even though, as in Grand’Anse, numerous incidents of violence had suspended voting at many voting centers in Artibonite. The CEP adopted the BCED’s Latortue decision and overturned its decision to hold new races in the Artibonite, even though the decision was inconsistent with the 70 percent rule, as only 67.39 percent of the tally sheets yielding Latortue’s victory were counted. The CEP also adopted a BECD decision in the Ouest ruling senatorial candidate Jean Renel Senatus an outright winner of the election by using a method to calculate vote percentages not provided for in the Electoral Decree.

The CEP claims that it must implement decisions of the BCED and BCEN. However, the Electoral Decree does not address how the CEP must respond to decisions from either the BCED or the BCEN. Moreover, the CEP acted inconsistently even in this respect, overruling the BCED’s decision to reinstate Jacky Lumarque as a presidential candidate (whom the CEP had previously excluded on June 19).

### 4. CEP’s credibility undermined

Systematic election irregularities on August 9, and the subsequent failure to respond, effectively undermined the CEP’s credibility and perceived neutrality. Between August 9 and October 25, a growing clamor of political parties and Haitian civil society groups demanded an impartial and independent investigation into electoral irregularities. Many called for the resignation of CEP president Pierre Louis Opont and the annulment of the election. Reflecting distrust in the CEP and the Martelly administration, many called for the creation of a transitional government to oversee new elections.

Overall, the CEP’s decisions and rulings have lacked transparency, have rarely been founded on clear principles and have been applied inconsistently. The Council did not produce a full list of the voting centers that were closed or impacted by irregularities on August 9, failed to publish any information about how irregularities around ballot-box stuffing and fraud were handled by the Tabulation Center, and never explained its decision to validate results from voting centers over the low threshold of 70 percent. This lack of transparency has persisted following the October 25 vote.
E. Gender Imbalance

Despite a Constitutional guarantee of 30 percent female representation in all aspects of political life, women made up only 10 percent of senate candidates, and 8 percent of deputy candidates. This extreme underrepresentation became even more pronounced in the October 25 vote, with women making up only 7 percent of the presidential candidates and only six women going through to the second round of legislative elections.52

Observations

The observation team made a number of observations on Election Day October 25, as detailed below.

A. Improved security, but disorder and violent incidents persisted

Security on October 25 notably improved from August 9, largely due to the improved response of PNH, who played an active role in patrolling voting centers and conducting arrests. Police agents generally conducted themselves with professionalism.

Heavy police presence, while essential for security, was nonetheless intimidating to some voters, who saw it as a sign that violence and disorder was expected. The atmosphere remained tense and the likelihood of potential violence high in many voting centers. Among participants in the nationwide groundsourcing initiative, 8 percent witnessed incidents of violence; 37.2 percent of the 360 incidents reported resulted in injury or death.53 This is similar to the level of violent incidents reported by other observers. While substantially lower than the reported rates for August 9, this frequency of violent incidents is nonetheless troubling.

B. Low voter turnout

October 25 was marked by low voter turnout, estimated at 26.6 percent nationwide and less than 15 percent in parts of the capital.54 These numbers are historically low when contrasted with higher turnout in previous presidential elections: 59 percent voter turnout in 2006, 63 percent in 2000 and 50 percent in 1990.55 October 25 participation rates may be inflated because of double voting, especially by people holding mandataire cards (see Section IV (D) below).

Logistical hurdles and inaccessibility of voting centers discouraged a number of potential voters, and created confusion over which voting centers to vote in. However, most non-voters likely never attempted to vote. Although some observers blame apathy and decreased trust in the government,56 it is clear that many voters, especially women, were afraid of violence and disorder. Voters had to balance the perceived risks present in crowded and unruly voting centers with the anticipated impact of their vote, in a context of common knowledge regarding the botched elections of the past.

The prevalence of violence and tension in the lead-up to October 25 amply justified such concerns. Just five
days before the elections, a national observation group stated that it was “very concerned” by the “fragile security climate.” The observer group documented pre-electoral acts of violence in 16.3 percent of 52 constituencies being monitored, with election-related violence and intimidation particularly prevalent in constituencies in the Nord, Nord-Est and Nord-Ouest Departments (33.3 percent) and the Ouest Department (43 percent). EU observers also noted a “palpable climate of tension” in many parts of the country prior to October 25, particularly in the 25 constituencies where first-round elections were being rerun. “These tensions ... were often due to the perception that the first round’s troublemakers had not been sanctioned.” The EU mission witnessed acts of intimidation, confrontations between party sympathizers and clashes with State representatives and heard “credible allegations of gangs in the pay of candidates sowing terror.” High-profile killings in Cité Soleil (potentially linked to the elections) and violent political unrest in Arcahaie added to the sense of insecurity leading up to the October 25 elections.

C. Irregularities

In addition to improved security and less violence, October 25 was better organized and more orderly than August 9. Nonetheless, the observation team observed substantial irregularities. Although the available information is not sufficient to establish the full scale of these irregularities, the mounting anecdotal accounts establish a clear pattern of systemic fraud, voter confusion or intimidation and in some cases, disenfranchisement.

1. Logistical problems

a. Voting Centers Open Late

Voting centers were scheduled to open at 6 a.m. but many opened late, with delays ranging from 30 minutes to four hours. Reasons for the delays included a lack of electoral materials, the absence of security forces and the late arrival of supervisors. At École Nationale Horace Ethéard (Port-au-Prince), the voting center had not opened as of 7:30 a.m., because poll workers had not completed the opening procedures (verifying electoral materials, setting up voting booths, counting ballots, registering mandataires). At Lycée Daniel Fignolé (Delmas), the delegation was informed that ballots and other electoral materials did not arrive at the center until 7 a.m. As a result, the voting center was not able to open its doors to voters until 8:15 a.m. Voting centers in Bel Air delayed opening without giving any explanation, leaving voters and mandataires waiting outside for four hours. One observer group reported that as of 11 a.m., election materials such as ballot boxes and ink were reportedly missing or incomplete in 4 percent of polling stations, while ballots and voter lists were still missing in 10 percent of polling stations. Nationally, 4.3 percent of participants in thegroundsourcing initiative reported their polling station not being open at the scheduled time.

b. Orientation

According to election officials, each polling station was supposed to be assigned a number of “orienteurs” – neutral elections workers with clearly marked identification shirts responsible for helping voters who are confused about the process or unable to read the ballots. Orienteurs at École Nationale de Beudet and at College Jacques Stephen Alexis in Croix des Bouquets estimated that five out of every ten voters that came into these voting centers needed assistance to read, sign, or mark their ballots correctly, or to find their names on the registration lists posted outside each polling station.

The numbers of orienteurs were far from adequate at the voting centers visited by the observation team. École Nationale de Beudet in Croix des Bouquets, a voting center serving 5,400 registered voters, had two official orienteurs. College Jacques Stephen Alexis in Croix des Bouquets, with 18,900 registered voters, had eight orienteurs assigned, of which only six were working by afternoon. One observer group estimated that
no one was available to explain to voting process to voters at nearly 11 percent of voting centers, around 1,500 voting booths. The shortage of orienteurs may be due to the fact that local and departmental election bodies (BECs and BEDs) were given less than a month’s notice by the CEP for the hiring of personnel for these positions. The absence of neutral orienteurs also facilitated voter intimidation and influencing, as discussed in Section IV (C)(3) below.

c. Election Materials and Procedures

While at many voting centers, poll workers demonstrated professionalism and perseverance, at others procedures for administering the vote were not consistently followed. At École Mixte La Vertu (Cité Soleil), the observation team witnessed poll workers exercising very little control over who received a ballot and people appearing to vote multiple times. Electoral staff and security seemed overwhelmed, and at one point a group of young men cut ahead of a line of voters and pushed their way into a polling station.

The practice of marking voters’ fingers with indelible ink to prevent multiple voting was problematic. In École Nationale de Tabarre, one observer was marked after voting, but was able to rub off the ink immediately. There were many other reports of the ink being easily washed or rubbed off. Poll workers did not always mark the same fingers or mark in the same way (on the skin and nail, or only on the nail). Many voting centers suffered from a shortage of ink. The weakness of this safeguard is particularly disturbing given the credible allegations of multiple voting by mandataires and national observers (see Section IV(D) below).

International observers have suggested that the large number of observed anomalies in voting procedures was due to a lack of standardized training for election officials. Indeed, one survey of local and departmental election bodies concluded that as of October 18, over 90 percent of poll workers had still not received any training.

2. Voting Center Locations and Registration

a. Difficulties Finding Out Where to Vote

Voting centers consisted of numerous polling stations with up to 470 names of registered voters at each station. Some “mega-centers” housed over 75 numbered polling stations. At many large centers such as Don Bosco Projet Drouillard and École Nationale de Damien, however, stations were not laid out sequentially according to their number. With no map of the polling stations spread across a wide area and often no orienteurs available to offer guidance, many voters, especially elderly people, had trouble finding where to vote.

Many voters could not find their names on the registered lists of names at a particular polling station. The observation team found that the École Nationale de Beudet had turned away approximately 100 people by midday, many of whom were older persons, who couldn’t find their names on the voter lists. Voters also had trouble finding their names on registration lists in Don Bosco in Cité Soleil, École Nationale Elie du Bois, and in several sites along Kenscoff Road on the outskirts of Petionville. The groundsourcing initiative hotline number received dozens of SMS messages from voters unable to find where to vote. A radio report also noted that voter name lists were being destroyed at École Nationale de Frères.
b. Missing Centers and Disenfranchised Neighborhoods

Adding to the voting center site confusion, the neighborhoods of Canaan, Canaran, and Jerusalem 1 through 7, on the outskirts of Croix de Bouquets, had no local polling places, as the communities are new and still not registered by the government as official residences. These communes are populated by hundreds of thousands of people who were displaced from their homes, especially in Port-au-Prince, following the 2010 earthquake. The closest voting center for all these voters was located in Lizon-Bon Repos, three kilometers from the closest houses at the edge of Canaran, and at least twice as far from the Jerusalem neighborhoods that are up steep mountain slopes further north. Most of these voters had no transport options other than walking. In addition, some area voters were still registered in their pre-quake neighborhoods, meaning they could not even vote at the nearest Lizon center and would be asked to cross the city back to the sites of their old homes, tens of kilometers away on a day with almost no public transport.

In lower Delmas, the observation team noted that Building 2004, a voting center supposed to house 42 polling stations, was deserted. The CEP did not list this center as one that had been relocated and even posted returns in its November 5 preliminary results from this center.

Local observer missions have noted that between 95 percent and 99 percent of polling centers were installed on Election Day, but problems remained with voters not being able to access the centers that had been assigned to them. One report estimated that over 4.6 percent of the centers had been moved since the August 9 elections.

c. Inadequate Shelter and Minimum Standards

Some voting centers were located in places that lacked adequate shelter for polling stations. At several voting centers, polling stations were reportedly placed in the open air without protection from rain or heat, or in tents without adequate ventilation. One journalist reported a polling station set up in an open yard with overturned furniture serving as makeshift partitions. Lighting was problematic in some sites. Special needs accommodation was made in some but not all sites, with 25 percent of polling stations lacking accommodations for pregnant women, 13 percent lacking accommodation for the elderly and nearly 29 percent lacking accommodations for the disabled.

3. Violation of Voting Secrecy and Vote Influencing

a. Inadequate Privacy Safeguards

Privacy violations that seriously compromised voters’ free exercise of their rights were widely reported and criticized by observation missions. These violations were the result of poorly designed polling stations and overcrowding. Polling stations were frequently installed in cramped, small spaces, some measuring barely 3 meters by 4 meters. In voting centers located in buildings with larger rooms, areas were subdivided into distinct booths but without physical separation. Overcrowding was a major issue, with observers, election officials, large numbers of mandataires and those trying to vote all crammed into a single space.
In many polling stations cardboard *isoloirs* were placed with openings towards the crowds in the room, beside open windows or holes in walls, or on the floor, with little to no interference of election officials when crowds threatened voter privacy. In Delmas 17, polling booths were placed on the floor, or in long lines outdoors beside the queues of voters. In six different sites, observers were able to easily snap photos of the voters’ faces and of marked, visible ballots due to the poor set up of the voting booths. *Mandataires* circulated freely, which allowed them to observe voters marking their ballots. Voters, *mandataires*, and election officials were observed peering over the low barriers, through windows or holes in the wall, standing directly behind or even at times, in front of the voters.

b. Voter Influencing and Intimidation

The crowded, cramped conditions and inadequate privacy measures facilitated illegal and intimidating efforts by political activists and *mandataires* to influence voters at the polls. At many voting centers this produced a tense and unwelcoming atmosphere in polling stations. The large numbers of *mandataires* (see Section IV (D) below) in and around polling stations was the main contributing factor to chaos and tension in voting centers. Observers witnessed numerous instances of political party representatives openly campaigning in polling stations, in violation of the Electoral Decree. Observers noted a man in Lycée Jean Jacques 1er voting center walking around brazenly with his *mandataire* identification (ID) badge and a small campaign sign, without interference from security or election officials. According to local observer reports, “voters, representatives of political parties, and candidates showed up with bracelets carrying messages promoting their candidates, they carried with them business cards of their candidates, or were wearing t-shirts with political messages. Certain voters and political representatives openly declared their vote and continued to campaign for their candidate inside the polling stations.”

In some cases, *mandataires* even accompanied voters into the voting booth, indicating which candidates to vote for and helping them mark their ballots. This behavior was facilitated by the shortage of official *orienteurs*, discussed above. In other cases, *mandataires* and other individuals monitored voters as they filled in their ballots, either by looking over their shoulders or through windows in the polling station. At times, *mandataires* created an intimidating or hostile environment for voters and election workers, aggressively yelling and arguing amongst one another.

- In École Nationale de Tabarre, vote influencing of older voters led to a commotion in a high-tension polling center, and as arguments escalated, PNH security forces had to insert themselves into the voting booth to expel mandataires and observers to restore order before letting them re-enter.

- In Lycée Jean Jacques 1er, a center with 76 polling stations and up to 760 mandataires permitted on the premises, one voter was observed repeatedly asking a stranger to stop looking at her ballot so she could vote. Another voter was surrounded by several young men who jokingly picked up his ballot and remarked he had chosen correctly. One man, as he was
voting, provoked an argument between two mandataires, each accusing the other of spying and trying to influence him. The voter quickly finished and left angrily while complaining he could not vote properly. An older woman who was being assisted to vote by her son was surrounded by 10 shouting young men, who started to aggressively argue amongst themselves and with the son to force him to step back from her as she voted. Not only was the woman disoriented and intimidated by the aggressive displays, she later reported to observers that some mandataires loomed behind her while she marked the ballot and took the opportunity to whisper a candidate number.

- At a polling station in Don Bosco Projet Drouillard (Cité Soleil), a group of male voters were observed gathered around a female poll worker, shouting at her and pressuring her to find their names on the voter list more quickly.

- In both École Nationale de Beudet and in Lycée Jacques 1er in Croix des Bouquets, mandataires were shouting in polling booths at CEP officials over ballots and entry, without intervention from security present at the site.

- Among respondents to the groundsourcing initiative who witnessed incidents of violence or armed individuals in polling stations, mandataires were most frequently identified as the culprits (46.2% and 45.3%, respectively).81

Given that the overwhelming majority of mandataires were young men, the atmosphere in many polling stations was especially uninviting for female voters. These problems were exacerbated in many voting centers by the overcrowding and lack of privacy.

D. Haiti’s Flawed Mandataire System

Haitian observers and press have dubbed the October 25 election an “eleksyon mandatè,” with good reason. Haiti’s electoral system allows political parties to observe the voting process via accredited representatives called “mandataires.” Each political party is entitled to have one mandataire per polling station, whose official role is to monitor the vote and the counting process after polls close.82 With 128 parties officially registered in Haiti’s 2015 elections, the sheer number of mandataires presented an inevitable challenge.

In theory, the participation of mandataires in the electoral process is meant to act as a check on fraud and other irregularities. In practice, mandataires negatively influenced the integrity of the voting process in at least two ways. First, mandataires tried to influence or even intimidate voters, telling them who to vote for, shouting and watching for whom voters marked their ballots, as described above. Second, mandataires have been credibly accused of voting multiple times, and depending on the scale on which this occurred, it may be the flaw that does the most damage to the integrity of the October 25 election.
1. Mandataire rules ambiguous and often overlooked

On August 9, the unmanageable number of mandataires, combined with a failure of the CEP to distribute accreditations on time, led to conflicts inside and outside voting centers. The mandataire issue was widely recognized as one of the principal contributing factors behind the violence and disorder that affected the first-round legislative elections. To avoid a repetition of these problems on October 25, the CEP issued a new set of rules governing access to polling stations for mandataires.

The rules, released on October 15, stipulated that no more than 10 mandataires could be present in a polling station at any one time. If more than 10 mandataires were present, then access to the polling stations would be limited to one of four time-blocks throughout the day (6 a.m.-9 a.m., 9 a.m.-12 p.m., 12 p.m.-3 p.m., 3 p.m.-closing). Polling station workers were supposed to assign mandataires to one of these groups by lottery at the beginning of the day, but the published rules did not clearly explain the lottery procedure so the selection process seemed to vary among polling centers.

The new rules for mandataires were not applied at most polling stations visited by this observation team. The observation team only witnessed a mandataire changeover at the designated time in one voting center. When observers questioned the mandataires present, few could correctly state the rules for the changeover and the time limitations. Others responded by saying the CEP or election officials would tell them when to move, or that they were allowed entry for the full day until they chose to leave.

Mandataires often numbered more than 10 to one in a polling station and were typically not divided up into groups, instead circulating freely and loitering in voting centers. At the close of the polling at École Nationale Petite Place Cazeau (Delmas), there were some 40-50 mandataires and other observers crowded into one polling station to follow the vote count.

2. Multiple voting by mandataires

In order to encourage voting, mandataires were allowed to vote wherever they were present (as opposed to regular voters, who must vote at the polling center where they are registered and whose Carte d’Identification Nationale (CIN) must be checked against the electoral list). Poll workers are supposed to record mandataire names and CIN numbers, but this procedure was not followed uniformly on Election Day. Lax controls and a lack of indelible ink for marking a voter’s finger at many polling stations meant that mandataires, especially those with several accreditations, could cast multiple votes at different polling stations.

The large number of accreditation passes circulating prior to the election magnified opportunities for casting multiple fraudulent votes. On October 26, CEP president Opont informed the press that the electoral council had printed and distributed 915,675 accreditations (blank paper cards to be filled out by political parties). Most parties were small with no structure beyond a small number of leaders and supporters. Only a handful of parties had the resources to post mandataires at a majority of the 13,725 polling stations. The CEP did not require parties to list their mandataires before handing out the accreditation. The Council issued far more accreditations than the maximum number of places available for mandataires (549,000) under the CEP’s system of time-blocks. As a result, a black market for mandataire and observer accreditations developed, with the passes reportedly sold for as little as $3 (150 Haitian Gourdes) on Election Day.

Police intervened to stop illegal mandataire practice in some instances. At 8:30 a.m. on Election Day, the observation team witnessed police arresting a young man in possession of two mandataire passes who had attempted to vote twice at the École Dumarsais Estimé in Port-au-Prince. At 1 p.m., the observation team witnessed a similar arrest at École Nationale Tabarre. Many of the 234 arrests made by police on October 25 were related to similar instances of fraud committed by mandataires.

3. Impact of mandataire fraud on tally results

The impact of (multiple) mandataire voting was potentially enormous. Turnout was 26.4 percent (1,538,393
valid votes). With 916,675 accreditation passes distributed, mandataires’ votes may have accounted for as many as 59 percent of total ballots cast (with multiple votes coming from one mandataire).

The mandataire system created a structural opportunity for fraud that favored the parties with the most money to spend. Parties with sufficient resources could guarantee votes by paying for the food and transportation necessary to get their mandataires out to the polls to vote. Parties also bought accreditations from other political parties who were closely aligned with theirs or who did not have the resources to mobilize their own supporters. The mandataires would claim they were with one party, but act as mandataire proxies for the party paying them.

Parties often paid individuals to work as mandataires for the day, which is legal. Outside École Nationale de la République de Panama, observers spoke with a group of young men who claimed to have been paid to act as mandataires for FUSION. LAPEH’s Jude Celestin told journalists that his campaign spent nearly $371,000 on Election Day alone for food and transportation for mandataires. This problem was magnified by Haiti’s permissive rules on political party formation, which has led to 128 parties registering candidates for legislative, local and presidential elections — dozens of which are widely believed to be proxies for the Martelly Administration.

The CEP has acknowledged the fundamental problems with the mandataire system. In an attempt to create a more secure system, the CEP issued a new directive on November 10 requiring advance online registration of mandataires and observers for the second round of presidential elections. In the absence of action to address fraud on October 25, however, this measure is likely to be too little, too late.

E. Initial Vote Count

Each polling station conducts an initial tabulation of votes immediately after voting closed. The observation team witnessed the initial tabulation of the 42 polling stations at College Jacques Stephen Alexis in Croix des Bouquets, which was more or less orderly. Each polling station began the process at a different time, based on when officials determined when voters had left the polling station. The BOID unit of the PNH arrived during the count, ensuring a heavy police presence and discipline.

The minutes around closing were chaotic and tense as observers and mandataires jostled to register to watch the vote count. Based on what the observation team witnessed, anyone who wanted to observe with a valid accreditation card could do so. There was no system to ensure mandataires were evenly placed, as mandataires organized amongst themselves. As a result, many polling stations were crowded with 15-20 observers and mandataires, sometimes more. The different start times for vote counting in each polling station also meant that mandataires could miss the start of a count if they were moving between stations (as many were).

CEP officials generally broke the seals on ballot boxes publicly, pulled out each ballot, called the
name, showed the crowd the ballot, and passed the ballot to a colleague for verification. Observers were able to watch and verify, and in two cases of disagreement over what the mark was, the officials passed around the ballot for the satisfaction of mandataires and observers.

There were marked deviations from this process at some stations. Some polling stations officials read the vote aloud rather than showing the ballots publicly. Some CEP officials failed to check the signatures on the back of ballots, which is required as a control on ballot box stuffing. Haitian observer reports noted systematic ballot box stuffing in many polling centers, which is facilitated by lax procedures. Ballots were also improperly stored, being thrown onto the floor, onto chairs and into cardboard boxes after the initial count.

CEP officials tallied the votes at the end of counting in each polling station, and posted the tallies (a paper hand written count) at the entrance to each polling station at the end of the day. This allows CEP election officials and mandataires to take photos of the final vote tallies as they are posted. The photos are sent to the CEP as a safeguard against fraud in the transportation of the ballots to the Tabulation Center. When the observation team left at 6:15 p.m., five or fewer mandataires remained in each polling station, and no tallies had yet been official posted or verified. It is likely that few if any mandataires and observers stayed late enough to perform the crucial check and balance role of monitoring the tallies.

The scrutiny applied by mandataires to the counting process deviated widely and mandataires were often poorly equipped to monitor the count. Many did not have cameras or camera phones, flashlights, or pen and paper to note down the vote counts. Poor lighting in polling stations often made monitoring difficult.

The late hour of the vote count, combined with the overwhelming number of male mandataires and observers, as well as some observed cases of sexual harassment, made for an inhospitable environment for female observers and mandataires. Women observers and mandataires tended to also leave the voting center earlier, in part because security outside the center and as their passage home was not guaranteed.

**Developments Since October 25: Vote Tabulation and Preliminary Results**

### A. The CEP’s Tabulation Process

After the initial vote count, the tally sheets from each polling station are transported to the municipal voting center, then the departmental voting center, and then to the Tabulation Center in Port-au-Prince to be checked for fraud and inputted into the system. The vote transport process was markedly improved since the first round of elections on August 9, when nearly 18 percent of tally sheets failed to arrive at the Tabulation Centre. For the October 25 elections, only 2.2 percent of tally sheets (representing 296 polling stations) failed to reach the Center. In the South East region, the number of missing tally sheets was higher, at 9.4 percent.

Of the votes received, the CEP quarantined 490 tally sheets for suspected fraud or irregularities (3.6 percent total). The percentage is significant, given that fewer tally sheets (312) were quarantined during the 2010 elections, which the U.S. alleged was plagued by fraud. The CEP has provided a general list of reasons why tally sheets were quarantined, but has not indicated which types of irregularities were most frequently detected. Haitian observers have sharply criticized the CEP’s lack of transparency, both in relation to the decision making process on quarantining votes and more generally. Observers have also alleged manipulation of votes during the tabulation process.

In an attempt to address widespread allegations of fraud by observers and political parties, on October 29, the CEP announced it had established a special commission to investigate allegations of fraud and ballot box stuffing. The commission, composed of four CEP members and CEP executive director Mosler Georges, was
immediately criticized for its lack of independence. Individuals were given only 48 hours to lodge complaints, while CEP President Opont at the same time promised preliminary results 96 hours from the announcement of the commission, which called into question the thoroughness of the investigation. In the 48-hour window provided, the CEP reported receiving 162 complaints, although only one pertained to the presidential vote at the center of the controversy. The commission excluded 116 complaints and accepted 43 (the three remaining were supervisor reports). It is not clear what these complaints related to, the process for excluding or accepting complaints, or how they are being addressed - further highlighting the problems in transparency that undermined the vote counting process.

B. Preliminary Results

The CEP announced preliminary results for the first-round presidential election on November 5. According to the CEP's results, the two top finishers were PHTK's Jovenel Moïse (32.81 percent), and Lapeh's Jude Celestin (25.27 percent). Moïse Jean-Charles of Pitit Dessalines finished third (14.27 percent) and Famni Lavalas’ Maryse Narcisse came in fourth (7.05 percent). A second round presidential run off between Jovenel Moïse and Jude Celestin is scheduled for December 27.

The preliminary results were immediately denounced as illegitimate by observers, civil society and opposition parties across the political spectrum. Accusations of political party mandataires voting multiple times, ballot-box stuffing, and manipulation of results at the Tabulation Center undermined many Haitians’ confidence in the announced results. While OAS, EU observers and the Core Group endorsed the results, Haitian civil society groups denounced the massive fraud they claim occurred on October 25 and called for an independent investigation. Jaccéus Joseph, the human rights representative to the CEP, refused to sign off on the results, later telling journalists that he doubted the integrity of the results because allegations of fraud had not been thoroughly investigated.

Protests immediately broke out in Port-au-Prince on November 5, and at least one protester – a Pitit Dessalines supporter – was killed. At the time of writing, protests are ongoing. In a notable show of cooperation, seven opposition presidential candidates, including Jude Celestin and Moïse Jean-Charles, issued a joint statement refusing to recognize the results and calling for an independent investigation into ‘massive fraud’ on election day. Two candidates, Maryse Narcisse of Famni Lavalas and Vilaire Cluny Duroseau lodged formal complaints with the CEP, which were heard by the electoral tribunal on November 10.

Although they have received far less attention, the preliminary results of the legislative elections have also been released and reveal that Haiti's next legislature will feature a formidable pro-Martelly bloc. In the Chamber of Deputies, 93 races have already been decided, while the remaining 25 constituencies rerun on October 25 will be determined via a second round on December 27. President Martelly’s PHTK leads all parties with 26 deputies out of the 118 seats, while allied parties – Prime Minister Evans Paul’s KID, Martelly advisor Youri Latortue's AAA, Steeve Khawly’s Bouclier and former paramilitary leader Guy Philippe’s Consortium - have claimed a further 19 deputy seats.

The dominance of Martelly-aligned parties is less marked in the Senate, but that could change after the six second-round races set for December 27.

Out of 20 available seats in the Senate (30 seats total), three Martelly’s allied parties (KID, PHTK and AAA hold a total of six seats (holding three, two and one senatorial seats, respectively), while Vérité holds three seats, and Fanmi Lavalas and Pitit Dessalines each hold one seat.

With six senatorial seats open for the second round on December 27 and nine candidates from pro-Martelly parties in the race, the bloc of six will likely increase its Senate representation by at least three seats, and could take all six seats in the three regions (Grand’Anse, Nord, Centre).

It is therefore likely that President Martelly’s political parties will hold the Presidency and control both chambers of Parliament in 2016.
Recommendations

1. Improve voter access, including voter registration, privacy, and awareness campaigns

Electoral procedures were significantly improved on October 25 from August 9, with more organization, security, and order. Nonetheless, the observation team witnessed significant irregularities, signaling that more improvements are necessary to ensure Haitians’ right to vote.

- Hire more “orienteurs” (neutral elections workers) to help voters read, sign, or mark their ballots. More neutral orienteurs will decrease the influence of party observers (mandataires) on voters.
- Improve the practice of marking voters’ fingers with indelible ink to prevent multiple voting.
- Increase training to poll workers to allow them to exercise control in their polling station and prevent fraudulent voting.
- Improve voter registration processes to ensure voters can easily obtain updated national identity cards to vote and that their names appear on voter registration lists.
- Add polling stations to allow convenient access to vote. In particular, install polling stations accessible for the hundreds of thousands of people relocated after the 2010 earthquake to Canaan, Canaran, and Jerusalem 1 through 7, on the outskirts of Croix de Bouquets.
- Improve voter privacy safeguards. Privacy violations that compromised voters’ free exercise of their rights were widely reported and criticized by observation missions. Polling stations must be laid out better to avoid overcrowding and add physical barriers between voters and observers.
- Design voter awareness campaigns to educate voters on voting procedures and encourage them to vote.

2. An independent commission of inquiry is needed to conduct a thorough and credible investigation into allegations of fraud and multiple voting by mandataires

A thorough investigation into the fraud witnessed by election observers is needed to determine its scale and impact on election results. The decisions of the Tabulation Center should also be scrutinized, in order to verify whether alleged manipulations of results occurred. Given the deep mistrust of the CEP and the Martelly government, it is essential that this investigation be conducted by an independent commission. The commission must draw its members from many different sectors of Haitian society and have approbation of those political parties and civil society organizations contesting the preliminary results. For the duration of its inquiry, the commission must be granted full access to all necessary records by the CEP and the Tabulation Center.

With multiple sources alleging massive fraud by misuse of the mandataire pass system, the commission must pay particular attention to the influence of votes cast with mandataire accreditations on Election Day. The proportion of votes cast using accreditations is unknown, but it is potentially massive.100 Although complex and time-consuming, verifying to what degree such votes distorted election results is indispensable to determining how credible the preliminary results are.101

To date, the CEP has declined to investigate the issue of multiple fraudulent votes cast using mandataire passes and its investigations of fraud allegations have lacked credibility. The Internal Commission appointed by the CEP lacked independence and was received with skepticism. Further, the commission relied on complaints filed by candidates, placing the burden of proving fraud on the claimant, rather than conducting its own investigation. Without a credible and thorough investigation by an independent body, Haitians will continue to question the announced results.

3. Perpetrators of violence and fraud on August 9 must be investigated and sanctioned

Sanctions against those responsible for fraud and violence on August 9 were weak, which sent a message to perpetrators that “crime pays.” The only two measures taken by the CEP were to issue a warning to political parties
that had ransacked voting centers and to exclude 16 candidates, only addressing a small fraction of the violence.

In addition to investigating fraud in the October 25 vote, the independent commission proposed above should be tasked with investigating the parties, candidates and other individuals implicated in electoral abuses stemming back from before the August 9 elections. Several political parties in particular were implicated in the violence, including parties allied with the Martelly administration, who have also been implicated in fraud on October 25. A thorough investigation into election-related fraud and violence initiated by political parties and candidates is critical to determining the credibility of both the August 9 and October 25 electoral results, especially for the legislative races. Elections should be rerun wherever that credibility is found lacking.

We also urge the CEP to act in conformity with the Electoral Decree by banning parties and excluding candidates found to be involved in electoral abuses and, where necessary, initiating judicial proceedings against the perpetrators. In particular, we encourage the CEP to urge the Haitian National Police to respond to the CEP’s report detailing incidents of violence on August 9 and recommendations for the institution of criminal proceedings. Lack of investigation by the PHN cannot be assumed to be equivalent to clearing the parties implicated in violence of wrongdoing, and the CEP cannot proceed without awaiting the results of a thorough investigation.

4. Decisions from CEP, BCED and BCEN must be coherent, credible and consistently applied

The CEP’s application of BCED and BCEN rulings has been inconsistent and at times has appeared politically motivated. The CEP enforced a legally-flawed BCEN decision granting senatorial candidate Youri Latortue’s victory despite massive fraud and less than 70 percent of the tally sheets being counted, claiming that it was bound by the BCEN ruling. Yet the CEP rejected a BCED ruling to reinstate presidential candidate Jacky Lumarque.

The Electoral Decree is silent on how the CEP should respond to these rulings, but this cannot be read as permission for discretionary application of the rulings. We urge the CEP to apply BCED and BCEN rulings in a consistent manner and provide a written legal basis for their application (or lack thereof). Consistent and credible rulings by the CEP, BCED and BCEN are necessary to regain the confidence of voters and candidates in the electoral process.

5. Foreign intervention like in 2010 is a possibility to guard against, will further erode Haiti’s democratic institutions

At the same time as most observers — the Haitian and international press, and Haitian human-rights and electoral observation groups — found systematic voter suppression on August 9, the CEP, the Martelly administration and the international community deemed the voting acceptable, even “nearly perfectly normal.” Outgoing U.S. Ambassador Pamela White called them “not perfect, but acceptable.” In spite of widespread protests and credible allegations of fraud since October 25, the U.S. and its allies have once again deemed the electoral process acceptable and called for it to go forward on the basis of the announced results.

Haitians deserve and are capable of free and fair elections. The U.S. and other Core Group member countries must maintain a high standard for free and fair elections for Haiti, not simply declare that they are “good enough”. We urge the international community to support the Haitian people’s freedom of expression and political will, through denouncing fraud, calling for a thorough investigation into irregularities, and pushing for new fair and democratic elections. Fraudulent elections will result in a new government that lacks legitimacy and accountability to the Haitian people, and perpetuate the instability and corruption that Haiti has experienced since the 2010-11 elections. We also urge the Core Group to respect Haiti’s sovereignty and refrain from interfering in its electoral process, as it did in 2011 when the U.S. pressured the Haitian government to replace flawed election results with an equally flawed and inconclusive recount from the OAS observer mission.

The Core Group claims not to have a large role in these elections, but in fact, they have helped organize and pay for these elections (the United States has contributed $25 million so far, with more on the way) and they determine whether or not Haiti’s elections are fair enough to recognize the new government. We urge the United States government to publicly link continued U.S. support for the elections to free and fair elections based on the recommendations made herein.
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